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THE EFFECT OF PLASMA COATING DEPOSITION ON THE CHANGE  

IN NANOHARDNESS AND WEAR RESISTANCE OF PISTON RINGS 

 

As it is indicated in the work, the wear resistance of metal is determined by combination of a structure and series 

of properties, that is namely high hardness and plasticity in absence of fragility, stability of mechanical properties in 

the conditions of work for wearing, the high saturation and the uniform distribution of alloying elements. In the 

work it is set that the intensity of relaxation processes proceeding at a friction has a substantial effect on wear 

resistance. Lately for the improvement of operating characteristics of materials it is widely used the treatment of 

surfaces with high intensive sources of energy, the interaction of which with materials results in running of 

processes related to the structure change. Foremost there is a change of crystal lattice parameter, the dislocation 

structures are formed, ultra-dispersive phases are appeared. The result of such processes is the appearance of 

residual internal stresses in surface layers of material. A series of works deals with methods of determination and 

study of nature of residual stresses forming in the coatings got at vacuum-arc precipitation. 

The objective of this work is a research of the multi-layered nanostruсtural coating applied on the piston rings 

surface for their wear resistance improvement.  

The material on the multi-layered coating was applied by means of vacuum-arc method was the grey cast-iron 

widely used in different branches of engineering. As it is generally known, grey cast-iron has good casting and 

antifriction characteristics, it is insensible to the defects of surface, suppresses well the vibrations. Chemical 

composition of grey cast-iron, %: 3,49 С; 2,49 Si; 0,56 Mn; 0,08 Ni; 0,06 S; 0,11 P; Fe. 

Studies undertaken last years testify that multicomponent and multi-layered coatings excel the monolayer 

coatings in properties [5]. Multi-layered two-phase nanostructural coatings TiN-MoN were precipitated in the 

vacuum-arc plant "Bulat-6". General time of cleaning was 10 minutes. Further they turned on simultaneously both 

the vaporizers and precipitated Ti-Mo, after that they gave nitrogen to the chamber and precipitated nitride of 

molybdenum, and from the opposite side - nitride of titan to continuously rotating rollers. Such parameters as 

current of arc, direct voltage on the back Unn, impulse voltage on the back Unu, pressure of nitrogen, amount of 

layers of spraying were varied, the time of spraying was 2 hours. 

Nanoindentation was conducted by means of a pyramid of Berkovich at loading 0,5 H with loading and 

unloading executed automatically. Metallography researches were conducted by means of electronic microscope, 

study of the structural state of coverages was performed on a scanning microscope. The quantity of residual stresses 

in near-surface layers was determined on the difraktometr rentgenovskiy DRON-2 by means of procedure of 

multiplied inclined shootings in radiation of copper anode with graphite monochromator. The tests for wear 

resistance were performed on the plant SMTs-2. 

The conducted tests of nanohardness gave the opportunity to get information about the character of distribution of 

nanohardness in the surface skims of coating Ti-Mo-N. 

It is shown the chart of distribution of nanohardness to the depth of 200 nm, due to which it is clear that 

increases a little. At that the loading was reaching the maximal value at intrusion into the surface for depth of 200 

nm (Fig. 1). Young's modulus has the value 250 GPa. 

Received dependences testify that nanohardness is maximal in surface layers. This conformity to natural law 

coincides with the results stated in works. 

The analysis of deflected mode has demonstrated that the highest value of compression corresponds to the depth 

~ 10 nm. Such result was received in case of applying coating TiN-MoN at arc Iа = 100–170 A, direct voltage on the 

substrate Unn = 40, impulse voltage on the back Unu = 2000, nitrogen pressure 1 10–3 mm of mercury column, 

continuous rotation of 2700 layers. Deformation of compression constitutes – 2,2% on such depth. 

The obtained data match the chart of nanohardness indicates that the maximal value of nanohardness takes place 

on the depth the order of 10 nm. 

The texture observed at the study on the electronic microscope (Fig. 2) is of important factor in forming the 

residual stresses in coating. The reason of residual stresses is an impact of ionic bombardment. 

 



  
Fig. 1. Chart of loading distribution Fig. 2. Electronic photography of surface 

layer structure 10000 

 

Research of the structural state of coatings showed that at the layer thickness about 2 nм there is no interface 

border and that’s why a spectrum is revealed on diffractive spectrums that is typical for monophasic state and 

material is hardened not much. The hardness increases at occurrence of the second phase. Thus, as follows from the 

results of studying the coatings by means of the scanning microscope, the cells on the coating surface are expressed 

in relief, that can be explained by means of the processes of their dispersion by the ions of molybdenum and titan 

during precipitation. In case of studying the layers of thickness about 10 nm it is observed the forming of two-phase 

structural state. The interfaces occupy a large specific volume, that is accompanied by the increasing of compressive 

stresses. It must result in hardening, The study of microfractograms of multi-layered coating has shown that formed 

chips have a regular enough shape specified for destruction of metal under the effect of compression. The research 

of layers of thickness the order of 20 nm showed more washed out interface border that leads to the reduction of 

specific deposit of borders. 

Spraying the multi-layered coatings TiN-MoN on grey cast-iron creates compressive stresses on the surface. 

At the very surface it is observed the maximal value of nanohardness at spraying the coating Ti-Mo-N. 

Linear wear of cast-iron sprayed with coating Ti-Mo-N decreases in 8 times. 

Nanohardness increases on proximately 40% in the same conditions of spraying at continuous rotation with the 

increasing of amount of layers from 1800 to 2700. 

Nanohardness increases on proximately on 25% at increasing of vacuum for all identical parameters of spraying 

the coating. 

The vacuum-arc precipitation performed at impulse voltage on a base Unu, equal to 2000 provides the increasing 

of nanohardness on 30 % as compare to without impulse one at all other equal conditions for conducting the 

experiment. 

 


